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With a love of home decorating and a
healthy appetite for interior magazines,
Nicole has beautifully blended the
classic with contemporary to create
a warm yet eclectic family home.

Looking through from the casual
lounge into the dining area and kitchen,
the space is light, airy and fabulous with
an appealing blue and white colour
scheme, eclectic furniture pieces and
stunning contemporary light fittings.
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The kitchen was completely transformed
with stunning fittings of polyurethane
cabinetry, marble spashback and
benchtops of Stone Italiana in Ash. It
was also re-positioned and given an
island bench, all of which has improved
functionality.

W

hen it comes to interior decorating, Nicole has more than
a passing interest. “I’m obsessed,” she laughs. “Absolutely
obsessed!” And fortunately three years ago Nicole was able
to pool her ideas and passion when she and her husband gave their
Gordon home, on Sydney’s upper north shore, a total transformation,
adding not only a storey on top, double garage below and extending
out to the sides but also creating a fabulous interior design that
stylishly blends the old with the new. Built in 1923, the home had
suffered over the years, however, rather than knocking it down and
starting over, Nicole was determined to maintain its character. “It still
had enough features that I felt it was worthwhile keeping the house,”
she says. “And I love old houses.” So while restoring its original charm,
the house was tastefully extended to create a spacious and liveable
family home with five bedrooms, three bathrooms and an eclectic
finish that blends a variety of styles and offers warmth and
individual personality.

A

above: The entrance hallway, with high ceilings and newly-laid floorboards of
blackbutt treated with a walnut tint, has been beautifully furnished with light
fittings from Chandelierium, chest of drawers from La Maison and a sideboard
inherited from family.
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tasteful blend

Although the house underwent significant structural change, Nicole
remained as faithful as possible to its original era. “The house had
been quite badly butchered over the years and only had a few original
windows left,” she says. “I had them copied and then replaced all
the windows in the old part of the house.” Unfortunately, Nicole
also had to replace all the beautiful original decorative ceilings that
unexpectedly fell down during the renovation. “I was devastated but
amazingly I was able to find virtually identical ceilings to put back,”
she says. As a result, the front section of the house with master and
guest bedroom off the entrance hallway plus formal lounge and dining
offers a classic Federation style with beautifully ornate furnishings and
a soft muted colour scheme. And while Nicole loves a classic look, she
also loves to blend styles and has included many French provincial and

OPPOSITE PAGE, top left: Nicole created a stunning chic blue and white
colour scheme for the Hamptons-style open-plan living area, cleverly blending
beautiful oriental pieces such as the coffee table – a repurposed Chinese daybed
from Orient House, gorgeous Chinese ginger jars, vibrant cushions and a
contemporary poster of New York, her favourite city.

The

homeowner - Nicole’s
top decorating tips

n Understand your style and know the look you wish to
achieve. Find inspiration by reading magazines, interior
design blogs and researching online.
n Mix new and old pieces, budget buys with expensive
finds, anything that you love; this avoids the ‘furniture
showroom’ look. Include any furniture or decorator
pieces with special meaning to you, as this is what gives
a house its ‘soul’.
n Employ a good interior designer. Even if you know
exactly the look that you are after, they can help
source items from trusted suppliers, saving you time
and money.

ABOVE: Nicole (left) had her own ideas when it came to the interior design of
her home, however she very much appreciated working with Karen Muller from
Real Living Interiors who was able to help make those ideas a reality.
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The chair under the window, a
family piece covered in an Indian
crewel fabric, sets the tone for the
formal lounge room, which Nicole
stylishly complimented with fulllength drapes in Warwick Fabrics’
olive-green silk and cushions
covered in contemporary geometric
patterned fabric sourced from an
overseas website.

oriental pieces as well as an array of furniture items inherited from
family over the years.
The cool and relaxed look of the Hamptons was also a great
inspiration and from here the house continues to a more contemporary
open-plan kitchen/living/dining space with walls painted in fresh
Dulux Natural White. Calm, neutral colours, stunning blue and white
soft furnishings, Chinese ginger jars and a pitched timber-laid ceiling
over the dining table offers a delightful Hamptons feel for the more
relaxed, family areas of the home. “I didn’t want the home to be
branded in one particular style,” says Nicole. “It’s got a real mix of
Hamptons, French provincial and oriental style, all the things I love.”

A

starting point

Even though Nicole knew what she wanted for the interior design of
the home, she welcomed the expert assistance of Karen Muller from
Real Living Interiors who offered support and invaluable advice.

above: The formal dining room features a beautiful table from Camargue and
chairs sourced from Town & Country, while the display of Florence Broadhurst
fabric on the wall behind is a stylish yet temporary solution, until Nicole discovers
the perfect piece of artwork for that spot.
left: The hallway boasts an antique wooden sideboard, fabulous contrasting
contemporary artwork by Nicole’s mother as well as chairs sourced online that
didn’t even need re-upholstering as they fitted the overall eclectic look perfectly.
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The interior designer Karen Muller’s top
decorating tips
n Before commencing your project, toss together an
Inspirational Folder. Include snips from magazines,
photos from your favourite holiday destinations, images
collated from the web and your preferred colour palette.
n Analyse your Inspirational Folder; study the similarities
that re-occur throughout the images. This is the
blueprint to your decorating. When feeling confused or
overwhelmed during the makeover, always come back to
your Inspirational Folder.
n Be mindful of advice received from friends and family,
neighbours and acquaintances. Everyone loves a good
makeover but too much non-professional advice can be
conflicting and confusing.
n Be mindful of interior design trends and styles. Design
trends come and go with time, whereas styles – French
provincial for example – stand the test of time.
n Make your house unique – pick out statement items to
work your decorating around. It might be your favourite
piece of artwork or a chair that brings fond memories.
n If in doubt, call in a designer – this can save a great deal of
money and time by preventing rushed or poor decisions.
A good designer keeps you on track, tells you what will
work best and why and never offers personal opinions but
provides a solid solution based on your brief.
Karen Muller, Principal Designer
www.reallivinginteriors.com.au

“It was very much a combined effort of assisting Nicole and sourcing
things for her,” says Karen, who was able to step in during times of
doubt or confusion and find the best solution for what Nicole was
trying to achieve. And even though Nicole loved the calm colours and
light, lofty feel of the Hamptons, there were many other elements to
consider such as the original architecture of the home, heirloom pieces
of furniture and decorative items plus a collection of artwork produced
by Nicole’s mother, Sandy. “I didn’t want to go out and buy everything
new and there are quite a few pieces that are probably not what I
would necessarily choose but they have meaning,” says Nicole.
Karen firmly believes that the interior of a home must represent the
individual living there and for her the starting point was a chair that
Nicole had grown up with and was upholstered by her mother in an
ornate Indian crewel fabric. Despite being from the Queen Anne/early
Georgian period with very little to do with the Hamptons, Karen
found this extremely helpful as it gave insight into what was important
to Nicole and offered the interior design warmth and individual style.
“It was the combination of many decorative elements that gives
Nicole’s home its warmth and personality,” says Karen.
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ABOVE: The dining area features
an antique Victorian kitchen table,
chairs from Nicole’s family home
and rug from Temple & Webster,
while the cathedral-style ceiling
above is dressed with a stunning
light fitting from Home Furniture on
Consignment.
LEFT: Glass bifold doors in the casual
lounge/dining area open onto a
charming outdoor space paved with
travertine tiles and furnished with
vintage cane furniture that Nicole
and her husband inherited from
family and painted black.
OPPOSITE PAGE
BELOW: Nicole maintained the
original fireplace in the formal lounge,
simply replacing the hearth tiles with
marble and adding a gold gilt mirror
above and fabulous chandelier from
Chandelierium overhead.
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Beautiful

space

Adding a storey created much needed space for the couple and their
14-year-old girl/boy twins and 10-year-old son. Upstairs now has a
bedroom each for the children as well as their own bathroom and
TV area while downstairs offers the opportunity for more communal
living with the casual open-plan living/dining space, outdoor area and
pool. The newly installed kitchen works wonderfully well as part of
this space, offering classic charm with surfaces of Stone Italiana in Ash,
white polyurethane cabinetry with a Shaker profile and a splashback
of statuary marble. Meanwhile, stunning pendant light fittings, one of
Nicole’s most prized possessions, hang over the island, complimenting
the overall Hamptons feel. “I’m an absolute magazine junkie and I’d
seen those light fittings in all the American magazines but couldn’t
find anything like it here at that time,” says Nicole. “So my girlfriend
was living in the States and she purchased them from Restoration
Hardware and had them shipped out.” Such resourcefulness and
attention to detail is what makes this house a success and while rooms
and furnishings vary in style, each space flows smoothly from one
to the next. “The furnishings change quite dramatically as you walk
through the house but they’re still linked and they’re linked quite
bravely in parts,” says Karen.

ABOVE: This smart yet simply styled bedroom is perfect for a 10-year-old boy
with a contemporary light fitting from Light Up, framed cartoon posters on the
wall and fabulous blue and white bedding.

The job took 18 months to complete, but the family was lucky
enough to rent a house across the road to keep an eye on progress.
The interior design took a little longer, as Nicole undertook some
serious research, sourcing precisely the pieces she needed and blending
them with those she already had. Fortunately, Karen was on hand to
provide help when it was needed most and enabled Nicole to realise
her vision. “Karen understood the look and feel that I was after, and
that I had strong ideas of my own, and really worked with me to
achieve that,” says Nicole who drew on all the elements she loves most,
creating not only a fabulous eclectic look but also unique personal
warmth, which, in Karen’s words, ‘is what makes a house a home’. n

ABOVE: The master bedroom, located in the older part of the house is
beautifully ornate with the bedhead sourced through Real Living Interiors
and chandelier from Chandelierium. Meanwhile, the walls painted in Dulux
Beachwood have been tastefully complimented with a set of Michelangelo prints
that Nicole’s mother had stored in her attic.
LEFT: Nicole bought a beautiful French-provincial style armoire at Imagine This
and wasn’t sure what to put with it until she discovered a decorative piece of
16th-century furniture at Côté du Maison, which complimented it perfectly.

ABOVE: The upstairs bathroom for the children is elegant yet extremely practical
with a mirrored cabinet and vanity topped with Stone Italiana in Basic.

There’s more of
Working with Passion online:

RIGHT: The bedroom belonging to Nicole’s 14-year-old daughter is pretty yet
stylish, featuring a white timber bed from Harvey Norman, a sleek contemporary
desk from Freedom and charming artwork painted by Nicole’s mother, Sandy.
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